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SV Mobi - Migration To Google Cloud
 

Brio migrated SVMobi's Business application from a local hosting data
center to Google Cloud. They implemented a new architecture that
seamlessly integrated various Google Cloud services.

The challenge
SVMobi desired to find ways to migrate to a cloud platform that was
scalable and reliable, as well as compatible with their existing
infrastructure and application services (CAPTCHA, voice recognition,
and voice stability). They wanted to modernize their infrastructure by
moving to the cloud, which would allow them to support and run their
mobile applications

The solution
Brio migrated SVMobi's Business application from a local data center
to Google Cloud. They implemented a new architecture that
seamlessly integrated various Google Cloud services, including
Compute Engine, CloudSQL, Storage, and VPN. They also
established both Linux and Windows server environments

The result
After being moved to Google cloud, their downtime errors have nearly
reduced to lesser than 1%, there were no latency and bandwidth
issues. SVMobi achieved 99.9% uptime with help of Google Cloud
Compute Engine, CloudSQL
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About SANVIR MOBITECH VENTURES
PRIVATE LIMITED
SV Mobi is India’s fast growing technology
company providing solutions for Mobile
advertising, marketing , payment gateways,
content hosting as well as subscription
management platform. Main office is located in
Ahmedabad, India and has already offered its
services to several customers since 2015 on the
mobile market on the Managed Service.
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About Brio Technologies Private Limited
Brio is a cloud consulting company focused on IT
automation and bringing about digital
transformation for businesses With over a
decade’s expertise
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